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More minorities
highlight freshman class
by Derek Anderson

m

Karl Kaudsepp puts the finishing touches on the new $200,000 organ in the Chapel. Kaudsepp assisted
Hellmuth Wolff, the designer of the organ, in the installation all summer long. See Bates Briefs on
page 2. Student photo by Jon Hall.

Continuing the pattern of its
recent predecessors, the Class of ”86
will be highlighted by its diversity.
There will be more minorities, more
students from Maine and the west
coasts and about a dozen interna¬
tional students.
William Hiss, dean of admissions
and financial aid, said that the
incoming class will include 385
freshman and 30 transfer students,
totaling 415 new students on
campus next fall.
Hiss described the admissions
year as “very good” and noted four
significant increases from previous
years, including the number of
applicants and early decision
candidates, the number of minori¬
ties and the geographical distribu¬
tion.
“We had a seven percent increase
in applications, while Bowdoin was
up three percent and Colby was
down 14 percent. We were strongest
of the three Maine private schools,”
said Hiss. In addition, the number of
early decision candidates increased
13 percent.
Next year’s class will include 18
minorities with the largest increase

Bates wins Budget Still in Limbo — RA to Vote Soon
favorable
by Gail Johnston
proposed cuts in four organiza¬
News Editor
tions: The Campus Association
college guide According to Representative (CA), the Afro-Am Association,
Assembly (RA) President Jim the Bates Arts Society and the
rating
Tobin, the first point on the RA Forum on Human Awareness. The
by Derek Anderson
News Editor
The most recent New York Times
Selective Guide to Colleges, Bates
received a favorable rating (on a five
point scale) of four academically,
three socially, and three “quality of
life."
Colby College, ranked lower than
Bates, has challenged their assess¬
ment. The academic rating is “a
judgement about the overall quality
of the institution, including its range
of course offerings, its level of teach¬
ing and research, the academic abil¬
ity of students, and the quality of its
library and other facilities." BowHow important are college guides?
See Page 8 for a special report.
doin also received a rating of four
stars and Colby an academic rating
of three.
The social rating was “primarily a
judgement about the amount of
social life that is readily available. It
can be assumed that schools with a
rating of four or five is something of
a party school." said The Times
Guide.
The “quality of life” rating “grew
out of the fact that schools with aca(Continued on Page 8)

agenda this year will be the vote on
a finalized budget for student
organizations.
Each year in March, the student
organizations must submit a bud¬
get proposal for the coming year to
the student government organiza¬
tion, which is composed of elected
members from each of the dorms
and houses. A Budget Committee,
selected by the RA, reviews the
budgets along with the programs
presented by the organization in
the previous year. It then presents a
proposed budget to the RA for rat¬
ification, which should be accom¬
plished by the end of the schoolyear.
Last year, however, the initial
budget was rejected due in part to

Boy, 14, Charged
in Murder
A 14-YEAR-OLD AUBURN
BOY WAS ARRESTED early this
week for allegedly killing a 10year-old Auburn girl during an
argument on baiting a fishing
hook. John Philip Daigneault was
charged with murder after an auto¬
psy on the dead girl’s body revealed
that she had suffered a blow to the
back of her head, strangulation
and drowning.
see Page 2

CA, for example, was to be cut
back from $11,300 to $9,620 and
the Afro-Am from $5,200 to
$3,500.
At the general RA meeting each
group was allowed 10 minutes to
state their case. The grievance
procedure erupted into little more
than a name calling session be¬
tween the organizations and the
Budget Committee, and the budget
was rejected.
The groups in question went
back to the Budget Committee to
plead their cases again. A new
budget was proposed which in¬
creased the amount given to the
CA, Afro-Am and Forum by tak¬
ing the money from the RA’s own
budget, and this proposed budget
was passed by the RA. It was later
rejected by the faculty Extracurric¬
ular Activities Committee on the
basis of incorrect parliamentary
procedure since it was approved
without allowing for debate.
The same budget was then
resubmitted to the RA, and this
time it was rejected. The RA
decided to wait until fall before
voting on it, but a few days later
another meeting was called and
another budget was proposed
which was also rejected. The final
decision was to wait until the fall
before bringing to a vote again.
RA elections will be held within
the week, and Tobin said that he
plans to ask new students not to

Jim Tobin.

vote because in his opinion they
will not be knowledgable on what
had taken place last year. Tobin
said he feared that organizations
will try to lobby new students for
their votes claiming that they have
the support of the student body.

being the number of black students.
“The admissions staff is very happy
with the quality and number of
minority students” in next year’s
class. “Minority Student Weekend
really paid off. Six to eight of the
best students, who attended the
weekend, have enrolled,” Hiss said.
The geographical distribution
also appears more balanced. “There
will be 45 students from Maine,
which is up from 36, five or six
students from California, a few from
the Minneapolis area and 11 or 12
international students,” Hiss said.
He added that the academic
profile of the class “appears exactly
the same as last year’s.” The Class of
"85 had median Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) scores of 560 verbal and
590 math.
Hiss also said that Bates had
joined the ranks of a growing
number of colleges that admitted
students who needed financial
assistance, but were not offered a
financial aid package. Hiss said that
this was the first time this had
happened since he became dean of
admissions in 1979.
Hiss said that he did not believe
the increasing tuition costs affected
the applicant pool. However, he did
say that the incoming class has a
higher percentage of students from
independent schools and that the
percentage of students applying for
financial aid “did not increase
enormously. This may indicate
more affluence” in the class, Hiss
said.
“Bates admissions had developed
a reputation for being fussy about
the tenor of the people admitted, not
high board scores. We are almost
unique in that candidates have hourlong interviews with staff members.
We are frankly committed to finding
good young people. We have an
extraordinary pride about our job,”
Hiss said.
Hiss said that 10 or 15 year ago,
Bates was near the top of so-called
second-class schools, but that today,
“we are slugging it out with the best
15 or 20 schools in the country.”
“Prospective students who visit
Bates frequently describe it as 'a big
surprise’ and say that Bates has the
best tours and the most courteous
students and is the best maintained
college they have visited,” Hiss said.

This Week
Inside The Student’s New-Student Orientation edition:
Bates after dark, the special
report, deals with life at Bates
when the lights are out. From a
visit to The Den to a walk through
the all-night study at the library,
Staff Writer Mark Lewis and
Photo Editor Peter Scarpaci filed
this report. Page 3.
Coaching at Bates, a female
body builder and a Look at Bates
1982 football
are just three of
the stories featured in the sports
section. Page 5.
What will Bates look like in the

year 2000? Staff Writers Lise
Lapointe and Beth Wheatley take
you on a journey through Bates in
its 145th year.
===== INDEX ... =
Arts and Entertainment .. Page 7
Bates Briefs.Page 2
Bates Forum.Page 9
Editorials.Page 9
Op-ed.Page 10
Special Report.Page
Sports .Page
Time Out.Page
World News.Page
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Bates Briefs
from staff reporters'

New Organ in Chapel
THE NEW ORGAN IN THE
CHAPEL HAS BEEN COM¬
PLETED as of Wednesday at mid¬
night, when Hellmuth Wolff and
his staff completed the final tuning.
Wolff lived here all summer as he
worked on the organ, and told The
Student that he is very pleased. The
approximate cost is cited at
$200,000.

REBECCA SWANSON HAS
BEEN APPOINTED COORDI¬
NATOR OF HOUSING. Upon
the resignation of John Jenkins,
Swanson assumed the coordina¬
tor’s position over the summer.

She graduated from the college last
year as an English major.
DEAN OF FACULTY CARL
STRAUB returns to the college
this fall after a year of study at
Oxford University in Cambridge,
England. Associate Professor
John Cole will teach full-time in
the History Department once
again.
THE GROUND FLOOR OF
THE GEORGE AND HELEN
LADD LIBRARY has been offi¬
cially opened for student use. The
new section will be used to house

the periodical section, government
documents, and the audio-visuai
department of the library. Since
the library’s opening in 1973, the
space has been used for storage.
THE STATISTICS ON WHAT
THE CLASS OF 82 IS DOING
ARE OUT. Responding to a sur¬
vey given on the day before Com¬
mencement, 61.51 percent of the
seniors indicated that they would
seek full-time employment. An¬
other 14.72 percent planned to
attend graduate schools, while the
remainder of the class intended to
travel or were unsure of their plans.

World News Capsules
from the I nked Press International

X

Heralds Corsetti Behind Bars
BOSTON HERALD AMERI¬
CAN REPORTER PAUL COR¬
SETTI was thrown in jail this week
for contempt of court, because he
refused to testify about an inter¬
view he had with a news source.
The case involved the source,
Edward Kopacz, who was acquit¬
ted of a murder charge. Corsetti is
serving his 90 day sentence at the
Middlesex County Jail.

ACCORDING TO DEFENSE support Israel’s invasion of Leb¬
SECRETARY CASPAR WEIN¬ anon.
ROBIN HOOD’S FAVORITE
BERGER, the Palestine Libera¬
tion Organization is no longer a TREE HAS BEEN BURNED,
military threat to anyone. He also and the Sheriff of Nottingham is
stated that the PLO does not truly after the culprit. Vandals burned
represent the Palestinians. In an the hollow inside of the 500-700
interview with The Boston Globe, year-old Oak this week. Rev. John
Weinberger emphasized that the Pennington, who holds the honor¬
U.S.-Israel relationship remains ary title of sheriff, said that the
strdng, and that the U.S. did not famed tree is expected to survive.

Lebanese Newspaper
Cites Nearly 50,000 Casualties
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) — The
independent Beirut newspaper An
Nahar said Thursday 17,825 Leba¬
nese and Palestinians were killed
and another 30,203 wounded in the
Israeli invasion of Lebanon.
Israeli casualties have been
reported at 340 dead, more than
2,000 wounded and six missing.
Two captured Israelis were re¬
turned.
An Nahar said it based its figures
on hospital and civil defense records,
with casualties including Lebanese
and Palestinian civilians, Palestin¬
ian guerrillas and their Lebanese lef¬
tist allies.
It gave the following breakdown:

-2,513 Lebanese civilians and 9,797
Palestinians and Lebanese leftist
militiamen killed in south Lebanon
and the mountains east of Beirut.
—3,671 Lebanese civilians and
15,393 Palestinians and Lebanese
leftist militiamen wounded in south
Lebanon and the mountains east of
Beirut.
— 5,515 Lebanese and Palestinian
civilians, Palestinian guerrillas,
Syrian troops and leftist militiamen
killed and 11,139 others wounded in
Beirut and its southern suburbs.
An Nahar said the casualty fig¬
ures could climb when more hospi¬
tals, civil defense centers and clinics
checked their records.

It said the casualty toll was for the
period between June 4, when Israeli
planes attacked the Beirut sports sta¬
dium two days before Israeli troops
crossed the border, and the end of
August.

Auburn Boy, 14,
Confesses to
Killing 10-year-old girl
LEWISTON (UPI) —
An Auburn teenager has confessed
that he murdered 10-year-old Jus¬
tine Ella Pride following a dispute
over who would bait a fishing hook,
investigators say.
John Daigneault, 14, was arrested
Monday at his home in Auburn and
charged with the murder of Miss
Pride, who was beaten, choked and
then drowned in a brook where she
had gone fishing last weekend.
“It appears to be... that they were
arguing over who was going to bait
Justine’s fishing hook,” Assistant
Attorney General Pat Perrino said
Monday. “They were fishing on that
day and they had an argument.”
Daigneault was arraigned Mon¬
day afternoon in District Court in
Lewiston, where state police Det.
Hubert Carter said the teenager had
confessed to murdering Miss Pride.
Judge Damon Scales decided
there was probable cause to believe
Daigneault committed the crime
and ordered him held in the juvenile
section of Androscoggin County
Jail.
Assistant Attorney General Her¬
bert Bunker said Daigneault will be
prosecuted as a juvenile.
Daigneault is believed to be the
youngest person to be charged with
murder in Maine since 1963, when a
12-year-old boy from Weld was
charged with murdering a 7-year-old
playmate.
Dressed in a T-shirt and blue
jeans, Daigneault sat quietly as
investigators revealed the results of
an autopsy conducted Sunday after¬
noon by state Medical Examiner
Dr. Henry Ryan.

Maine Drinking Age to 21?
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) — The
review it and take a careful look at
opinions of state officials on whether
what the statistics might show,”
to raise the drinking age to 21 were
Brennan said. “So I would suspend
mixed Wednesday as federal offi¬ judgment until we’ve had a chance
cials called for a hike in the drinking
to look at it very carefully.”
age across the country to combat
Public Safety Commissioner
teenage highway deaths.
Arthur A. Stilphen is equally cau¬
The National Transportation
tious, but he said he would support
Safety Board has called on all states
an increase if the statistics really
to raise their legal drinking age to 21.
back up the federal officials.
Citing studies from several states
“I did support raising the drinking
that have raised their drinking age,
federal officials say nationally thou¬ age from 18 to 20, because I think
sands of lives could be saved by that the important concept there was to
remove as much as possible the
action.
In Maine, highway deaths among availability of beer from high school
18-20 year-olds dropped by more seniors,” Stilphan said. “We seem to
than a quarter after the legal drink¬ have a lot of interaction between
peers and younger high school stu¬
ing age was raised from 18 to 20.
“I think it’s a terrific idea,” said dents. We found it was more availa¬
Attorney General James E. Tierney. ble to them.”
“So the key to me was to move it
“There is no doubt that we should
increase the drinking age in the state. out of the high school environment
I think it’s appropriate that we go to as much as possible, therefore rais¬
21 at this time. Our success with our ing 18 to 20 did make a significant
drunk-driving law under Governor
(Joseph E.) Brennan’s leadership
shows clearly that strong laws do
make a stronger deterrent and save
lives."
But Brennan said he wants to look
at the issue before he will support an
increase in the drinking age.
“I supported raising the drinking
age from 18 to 20,” Brennan said. “I
think that made a great deal of sense
and I know a lot of people say, ‘Well,
)(aJ
if you’re old enough to go into the
Army you’re old enough to drink.’ I
think we moved in the right direc¬
96 COURT ST.
tion when we went to 20.
CURI© SHOP
“In reference to whether it make
TEL. 782-0638 4- AUBURN. ME.
any sense to go from 20 to 21, I’m
just uncertain at this time. We’ll

mm annic s
N

The periodical section of the newly-opened Library ground floor.
Student photo by Jon Hall.

“She had suffered from blunt
trauma to the head, manual strangu¬
lation and drowning,” Bunker said.
Bunker said there was no evidence
that Miss Pride had been sexually
abused. However he noted that her
body was only partially clothed
when it was recovered early Sunday
morning from Taylor Brook, just off
route 121 in Auburn.
Miss Pride, who lived a few
blocks from Daigneault, had left
home by herself to go fishing Satur¬
day afternoon. She apparently died
late Saturday afternoon, Bunker
said.
“As far as I can determine, (Daig¬
neault) is the youngest guy anyone
can remember in recent memory
being arrested for homicide,” said
Deputy Attorney General James W.
Brannigan Jr.
Brannigan said investigators
could recall only one other person in
Maine ever being charged with
murder at such a young age. Clyde
M. Hathaway Jr. was 12 years old
when he was charged in 1963 with
the stabbing death of Wendell
Bowie, 7. Hathaway was later con¬
victed of manslaughter and sent¬
enced to 10 to 20 years in prison.
Perrino said there was no evi¬
dence to connect the slaying of Miss
Pride to the stabbing death last week
of Richard Stetson, 11, of Portland.
Stetson left his home on Aug. 22 to
go jogging and his body was found
the next morning on an embank¬
ment just off of Route 295.
“There are youngsters involved
(in both cases) but we haven’t made
any connection at this point,” Per¬
rino said.

change. Twenty to 21 I think would
be less of a change, but we will take a
look at it."
Secretary of State Rodney S.
Quinn said he’s not sure the
Legislature would support raising
the age during its next session.
“I think when we went from 18 to
20 the prime motivator for most
people who voted for that raise was
the fact that we had so much trouble
in our high schools,” Quinn said.
“They couldn’t have social events
basketball games and dances
because the 18-year-olds were taking
booze to the 17-year-olds. So by
raising it to 20, we reasoned, we’d get
it out of high schools.
“Therefore there is no longer the
pressure from the high school. And
if I were a legislator I’m sure that I
wouldn’t have a committee of 10
teachers calling on me to raise it
from 20 to 21. So I wouldn’t think it
would pass,” Quinn said.

ft,
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Special Report

Bates After Dark
In Mark Lewis
Stuff Reporter
Photos In Peter Searpaei

Tuesday. 11 pm. A blight full
moon casts eerie shadows over the
deserted quad. The uncharacteris¬
tic silence is broken only by the
quiet patter of leaves blowing in t he
chilly October air.
A few students hurry to join the
long line in the Deri before the doors
are locked. Inside, it’s still verybusy. The jukebox blasts the Grate¬
ful Dead, and noisy conversation
fills the air. Few people seem to
notice as the lights blink to signify
closing. "I come here because this is
the only place open now, and 1 don't
have a car,” says Peter Dwyer, a
freshman w ho is waiting to pay for
his meal.
Behind the counter, Diane Dick
begins her nightly clean-up chores.
“1 have to wash some dishes, clean
up the Den, and sweep the floors,”
(Continued on next page)

■
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paper this late,” she says, “is
because I socialized too much dur¬
(Continued from preceding page) ing the day. I have to have diversity
in my life, so I just sacrifice sleep.”
she explains. “We usually don’t get
On the other side of the room, Rich
out of here until about 11:45 or
Emrich, a sophomore, is preparing
11:50.”
a lab report for the next day. “I don’t
usually stay up this late,” he says.
Next to her, Germaine Morin is “Only, like, twice a week.”
closing the ice cream lockers. She
glances up from her work to pro¬
In the game room of Chase Hall,
claim with a frown “you better put Peter Dohlman and Art Lee are
something good about us, ‘cause matching their skills in a midnight
you better believe we work hard pool game. “This isn’t your typical
enough.” The Den is now empty,
night-he’s playing worse,” states
and a worker circulates among the Lee. Dohlman adds that the two
tables, cleaning up the leavings of play pool three or four times a
the last minute study breakers.
week. “You can tell by how groovy

Bates After Dark

Just outside, custodian Norm
LaRoche is stringing a sign across
the exit to warn people the door is
connected to an alarm. LaRoche
explains that his job as night custo¬
dian is to “keep the place main¬
tained. . .and keep the furniture in
place.” According to him, on some
nights students can be found study¬
ing in Chase Lounge as late as 3
am. “Things have been pretty quiet
this year,” he says as he glances out
over the campus. “Last year it was
ridiculous. You had to lock the
door. One night I heard some
noise. . .and some kids were
upstairs having a party.” He scrat¬
ches his beard, adding, “nights are
all right. I’ve got too much stuff go¬
ing on during the day.” LaRoche
works at the Goose occasionally,
“when they need me.”
It’s unusually quiet upstairs. The
lights in Skelton Lounge blaze
away, despite the fact that no one is
there. It is as if someone is expected
to drop by at any time. But a locked
door prevents access to the second
floor. No one is in the long, dark
hall leading to the offices of various
student organizations.
Normally at this hour, upstairs
Chase is a beehive of activity. Later
in the week, editors and staff of The
Student will be up as late as 4 am,
editing copy, writing last-minute
stories, and laying out Friday’s edi¬
tion for the printer.

we’ve become this past month.”

tigrew, and Carnegie are also
unlocked, but these buildings ap¬
pear just as empty, and even
darker.
There are two people studying in
the second floor lounge of Parker
Hall. “I never stay up this late,” ex¬
plains sophomore Scott Chase,
glancing up from his organic
chemistry lab report. Chase does
not find it strange to be the only
man studying in an all female dorm
well past midnight. “I got settled
here about two hours ago, and I
haven’t moved,” he says. “I don’t
like the library.” Michelle
Milburne, a freshman, gives
similar reasons for studying in the
lounge. “Sometimes I study in the

Shortly before midnight, Tami
Guimelli locks the outside doors of
Ladd Library. She and Don Hill
comprise the Tuesday midnight
squad. “All the adults leave at 10
pm,” states Hill. “Students close the
library. We just turn on the alarms
and walk out.” He adds that the
library is generally busy until the
lights blink at 11:40. “The big event
of the night is the 1 pm count,” Hill
says. There were 93 people tonight.

Across the courtyard, in the old
Coram Library, Donald Klemenski, a campus night watchman, has
only about an hour left on his tour
of duty. He says he checks all the
houses, buildings anddorms on the
campus for lights, smoke and other
unusual activity. In addition, he
must lock up buildings and dorms
and check in by radio from time to
time with the security base man at
Concierge. “It’s been a routine
night,” he says. “It’s an interesting,
fun job, but you’ve got to have good
legs.” Klemenski says that he has
been a member of the Bates security
force for nearly 11 years.

all-night study, but it’s all ciearetlit, and the door is unlocked. The
interior of Milliken is permeated
tes, and it’s kind of a pain in the
ane,” she says.
Upstairs, in the third-floor
lounge, Anne Fallon has the mak¬
ings of her geology 101 lab spreau
all across the floor. The scene is
reminiscent of an organized explo¬
sion in the library. Fallon is
meticulously transferring data to a
diagram, using a pencil and ruler.
“It’s time consuming —I’m up this
late almost every night,” she says.
“When the pressure’s on I can’t
really think about sleep.”

Midnight. The quiet but annoy¬
ing buzz of florescent light ballasts
and intermittent sniffles-a reminder
that the cold epidemic is still going
on -are the only sounds that can be
heard in the all-night study area adjoining the library. Eighteen
students grind away, studying for
upcoming mid-terms or writing
papers that are due in the morning.
Freshman Robin Waterman ex¬
plains that this is her second night
this week in the all-night study.
“The only reason I’m doing this

Nearby, bright lights are visible
in the windows of Dana Chemistry.
The invisible machinery of the lab
ventilators grinds away with a
mighty roar. The door of the
building is propped open to allow
students an alternative place to
study. Tonight, however, no one is
partaking of the opportunity. The
corridors are tomb-like, dark and
deathly still. A cascade of light flows
from underneath the door of a pro¬
fessor, but no one answers the
knock. The doors of Hathorn, Pet-

Wednesday. 1 am. It is a cold,
clear night. Orion is rising slowly
over the Bill, and the full moon is
nearing the highest point of its
travels. Earlier, the Aurora
Borealis —the Northern Lights
— were visible. Now the pinkish red
glow has disappeared, leaving the
sky to the moon and stars. A
whispy, cottonlike mist risers off the
puddle, giving the campus a
dreamlike quality of unreality.
Some of the moisture in the air has
condensed and frozen, leaving is a

All-night study.

Frank Schufeldt.

Anne Fallon.
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heavy frost. The windows of parked
cars are opaque with the covering,
and grass crackles underfoot.
Milliken House is still brightly
with the stench of stale beer and
cigarettes. Upstairs, a sign on the
refrigerator keg tap proclaims
“there are only 100 checks on the
list. Someone’s been drinking for
free!”
In an adjoining room, six jovial
students are sitting around pitchers
of beer. The inevitable stereo blares
in the background, making conver¬
sation difficult. “This is the night¬
life at Bates,” proclaims one stu¬
dent, raising his beer to take a
healthy gulp. A mildly inebriated
woman says that the first chapter of

her thesis is due tomorrow. Another
man points out that “there are six
varsity athletes here.” “This is a
typical Tuesday night,” someone
else says. “Other nights we’d be
studying. If you want to define
some Bates partiers, you come
here.”
By this time, the windows of most
of the other houses are dark. Their
occupants have apparently turned
in for the night. Two tightly bun¬
dled figures stand shivering on the
porch of the darkened, seemingly
lifeless Small House. A woman
bangs on the doors, and rings the
doorbell. Her efforts are futle,
however. The two have just re¬
turned from a night at Luiggi’s and
the Goose, and the woman forgot
her keys. Her companion mentions
the possibility of climbing in
through an unlocked window.
Down Campus Avenue at the
Health Center, night nurse Carole
Quinn is busy at her desk. She says
she works Tuesdays on the grave¬
yard shift, so she doesn’t often see
much excitement. “Generally, if
people don’t come in by 3 am, they
aren’t coming,” she says. Tonight
there is one patient being held over¬

night. Is there a lot of work to do?
“Sometimes it takes all night. Lots
of filing to do. One time I was mak¬
ing arm slings out of old sheets.”
She must check and replenish
medical supplies, clean the examin¬
ing rooms, and do whatever else is
necessary to get the center ready for
the day shift.
Quinn says she “loves” her job.
“I’ve never met with any rudeness
from anybody-students, staff, or
deans.”
Wednesday. 2 am. The campus
security cruiser, driven by Diane
Wilmoth, pauses momentarily for
the stop sign at the end of Frye
Street, and resumes its lonely vigil.
Down the street, the Alumni house
is dark. The basement studios of
WRJR are abandoned, and the sta¬
tion is silent.
Only two dedicated students are
left in the all-night study area. “My
paper on Beowulf is due tomorrow
morning,” sighs a tired-looking
woman. Will she be up all night? “It
depends on whether I’m going to be
divinely inspired.”
A cloud of steam rises from the
boiler room vents in the back of the
maintenance center. Despite the
bitter cold, only one of the three
massive boilers is needed tonight to
provide heat to all the dorms and
buildings within the campus. The
boiler operator says that during the
winter a second boiler runs, while a
third is kept on standby. “I’ve only
been here since June,” he adds. He
is responsible for monitoring the
temperature and pressure gauges,
and recording their readings once
every hour. During the day he runs
a small farm in Turner as a hobby.
“I have one cow, one Heifer, one
bull, and 28 chickens,” he adds.
Between Hathorn and Dana,
watchman Robert LaChance is
continuing his rounds. “I make four
rounds in eight hours,” he states.
He adds that he “likes it at Bates
very much. Nice surroundings. I
like being around people, and
around Lake Andrews.”
Nearby, a Cadillac is backed into
a parking space oposite the entrance
to Lane Hall. Its owner is the clean¬
ing woman for that building. “I like
it here,” she says. “Otherwise I
wouldn’t be here. The people are
nice to work for. They’re my
friends. You couldn’t ask for a bet¬
ter staff.” She nods, and continues
her vacuuming duties.
Wednesday. 3 am. The icy wind
continues to blow across the cam¬
pus. The sky remains absolutely
clear. Far in the distance, near the
Androscoggin, a high-pitched whis¬
tle and a rumble announce that
another freight train is moving
through Lewiston.
The staccato clickety-clack of a
typewriter echoes through the
abandoned rooms of Chase Hall.
Security baseman Frank Schufeldt
is sitting at the Concierge desk fill¬
ing out one of the many nightly
reports which are his responsibility.
He interrupts his work to answer
the crackle of the security radio.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Football ready to capitalize on last year The trials and tribulations
of a female body builder
by Jeff Roy

Editor-in-Chief

Anyone who followed Bates
College football during the past
season will remember it as one of the
finest of any Bobcat squad.
The 1981 squad finished up the
season back in November with a 6-2
record. Only five teams have
matched or had better records than
that in the college’s history (football
since 1875).
Back in November, Bates coach
Web Harrison said of the season, “It
was a great season. We proved a lot
of things to ourselves and to a lot of
people. It was my most enjoyable
season since I’ve been coaching.”
It may seem odd—with hot,
sunny days just beginning to
dominate—but it’s already time to
start talking about how Bates
football will look in the fall of "82.
“I’m very excited about the group
that’s returning next year,” said
Harrison. “We have a tremendous
senior (next year) class. The team
itself, on paper, looks like the
strongest team returning, with a
couple of real question marks."
He made note of the fact that
some of the most talented people
that have ever played football at
Bates will be leaving, including of
course, the Bobcat All-American,
Larry DiGiammarino.
The team will be without 16 of its
1981 members because of gradua¬
tion.
But, as Harrison has already
noted, he has one of the strongest
teams coming back. Next year will
be Harrison’s fifth as head coach of
the Bobcats.
Looking at his roster, Harrison
pointed out that the entire offensive
line will return. Tim Gleason, one of
the co-captains for next year,
anchors that line coming back. “He’s

by Jon Skillings

Staff Emeritus
College graduates, especially
those with liberal arts degrees, are
sometimes frustrated by just what
they want from life and what they
are capable of attaining when they
leave school.
Often they go in conventional
directions.
One recent Bates alumnae who
has found a comfortable - and
quiet unconventional - niche in the
world is Jackie Wolfe, class of
1977.
Wolfe is a body-builder.
Charles Richardson carries for Bates in action from the 1981 season.
“Ever since I was a kid, I wanted
Student photo by Bob McBreen.
to be Tarzan,” she said, but it is
one of the best guards ever to play year, we’ll mix up the passing game a not the primitive lifestyle of the
Lord of the Jungle that attracts
little better.”
for Bates College,” said Harrison.
her. Rather, she said, she is in¬
The Bobcats will be losing Dick
When talking of the defense, terested in the athletic aspect,
Lagg as quarterback because of
Harrison noted that he had three which she takes seriously.
graduation, but there appears to be a
starters returning in the backfield.
Wolfe’s interest in athletics has
strong group that will be fighting for
All three linebackers-the other co¬ led her to a job at the One to One
that spot next year. Of those,
captain A1 Mandrafino, Neal Center for Movement and Fitness
Harrison said that Mike Heslin is
Davidson, Tom D’Arcy-are return¬ in Manhattan, her residence for
the “aire apparent.”
the last five years.
ing.
Other candidates for the QB slot
Distance running was her initia¬
The defensive line will see the
include Ronny Garrison (Sopho¬
tion into sports, and in high school
she attempted two marathons and
more^ this | year). Harrison also return of Kevin O’Maley and tackle
even made it 42 miles into a
mentioned that a transfer student Tim Lyne. Lyne will be returning
50-mile race.
from Trinity College, Jeff McLucas, from an injury during last season.
“I wanted to be a miler, a halfHarrison is looking to start Mike
will by vying for the job.
miler,” she said, but “I was too
In the backfield, the Bobcats will | Jeresaty at tackle.
big.”
see the return of tailback Charlie
The Bobcat kicking game will se^
As a senior in high school, she
Richardson, who missed the last the return of Don Sarason, who was
oegan to lift weights to supplement
the
most
efficient
kicker
in
Division
game of this season because of an
her running.
injury. Allen Presseller will be at 3 last year. Noted Harrison, “He
Wolfe continued to run while at
finished third in the country in Bates, where she was a three-year
fullback.
The loss of DiGiammarino at kicking last year. He’s a very potent
student and an anthropology ma¬
wide receiver will have to be filled by weapon for us coming back next jor. “I hated school,” she said.
“The only thing that kept me sane
several people, according to Harri¬ year.”
“We have a good, confident team was my distance running.”
son. He said, “Our passing attack is
Her athletic direction changed
fairly sophisticated, and rather than back for next year," added
after Bates when she “got hooked
Harrison. “I’m looking forward to it.
throw the ball to one person, we’re
on weight-lifting,” she explained.
Coming off this season has made
going to start spreading it around.
“I began to read varaciously on
Other teams knew that we would everyone a little more eager to get
weight-training and listened to
throw the ball to Larry, and next
started again.”
people.” The switch proved to be

NESCAC: a philosophy
by Marjie Needham

Staff Reporter
The New England Small College
Athletic Conference was founded
May 4, 1970 by the presidents of
the included colleges as “a commit¬
ment to quality academics, com¬
plemented
by
athletic
competition.” The members of
NESCAC are: Amherst, Bates,
Bowdoin, Colby, Hamilton, Middlebury, Trinity Tufts, Wesleyan,
and Williams, and each decide the
rules governing the athletic
policies. The basic principles are:
1) the intercollegiate athletic pro¬
gram is to be kept in harmony with
the essential educational purposes
of the institution, 2) competing
players must be representative of
the student body, ) the academic
authority in each college is to con¬
trol intercollegiate athletic policy,
and 4) developing programs will be
allowed some latitude within the
spirit of the NESCAC agreement.
In actuality NESCAC expresses a
philosophy and limits athletic
scheduling.
Coach Harrison believes the
beauty of the philosophy is that
not just athletic ability to represent
those schools.
It is a NESCAC rule that no
team can compete in a continuous
post-season tournament-individu-

als may go i.e. a tennis player or
runner, but no teams. The idea
here is that an individual’s decision
should concern- and aff ct only
himself; whereas a team decision
leads to added pressures.
Many players and coaches ex¬
press frustration about the post
season limitations. Most people
would like to have the opportunity
to compete for a championship,
and see how far they can go. Most
sports, such as baseball, lacrosse
and field hockey are allowed to
compete in non-continuing post¬
season tournaments. For example,
Bowdoin ws number one in divi¬
sion three lacrosse last year and
they were allowed to compete in a
three day tournament, which they
won.
Harrison said he feels NESCAC
is “one of the last spheres of pure
athletics.” Pressure is low key so
athletics are more enjoyable. “I
often say,” Harrison commented,
“that when coaches die and go to
heaven they go to Bates. Athletics
at Bates are in the right
framework. They fill the need ex¬
actly the way extra-curricular ac¬
tivities should. It’s a good way for
a school to see itself competitively
against others. It gives the school a
sense of self.”

Bates Fall Schedules
FOOTBALL
Sep. 25, at Amherst
Oct. 2, Middlebury; 9, Hamilton; 16,
Wesleyan; 23, at W.P.I.; 30, at Colby.
Nov. 6, Bowdoin; 13, at Tufts.
MEN’S SOCCER
Sep. 17, Middlebury; 18, Norwich; 25,
Brandeis.
Oct. 2, at M.I.T.; 6, at Clark; 9, Babson; 12, at Tufts; 19, at Williams; 25,
Colby; 27, at Amherst; 30, U.M.F.
MEN’S J.V. SOCCER
Sep. 24, at Colby.
Oct. 2, at M.I.T.; 11, Kents Hill; 16,
Bridgton; 22, Bowdoin; 23, at Gould; 26,
Colby.
Nov. 2, at Bowdoin.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Sep. 18, Middlebury; 21, Thomas; 25,
Tufts; 28, at Colby.
Oct. 2, at Wheaton; 9, Babson; 12, at
Bowdoin; 14, Colby; 16, Curry; 22, at
Plymouth; 23, at Colby-Sawyer; 27,
Bowdoin; 30, at N1AC.
FIELD HOCKEY
Sep. 18, Middlebury; 22, Colby (Var¬
sity and JV); 28, at Bowdoin (Varsity and
JV).
Oct. 1, at Wheaton; 6, UMO (Varsity
and JV); 8, Tufts; 9, Bentley; 12, at UMF
(Varsity and JV); 15, at Gordon; 16, Holy
Cross; 19, at USM (Varsity and JV); 26,
at Nasson; 30-31, at NIAC.
Nov. 3 and 6, at MAIAW (Bowdoin).

VOLLEYBALL
Sep. 18, Bates Invitational; 25, at
UMO.
Oct. 2, at USM; 9, Bates Invitational;
16, at Williams; 23, Bates Invitational;
30, at NIAC (Conn. College).
Nov. 6, MAIAW (Bates).
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Sep. 22, Colby; 25, MIT.
Oct. 1, at Merrimack; 2, at Wheaton;
5, at Bowdoin; 6, UMO; 8, at Plymouth;
9, at Colby-Sawyer; 13, Bowdoin; 16-17,
at MAIAW (Colby); 22-24, at New Englands (Amherst); 30, Clark.
MEN’S X-COUNTRY
Sep. 4, Alumni; 11, Bates Invitational
(Tufts, Bowdoin, Brandeis, USM, Dalhousle, New Brunswick, Hamilton); 17,
at UVM with UNH; 25, Bowdoin.
Oct. 2, at Brandeis, with SMU, Tufts,
Coast Guard; 9, at Codfish Bowl; 16, at
NESCAC (Tufts); 29, at State Meet
(UMO).
Nov. 1, at IC4As; 6, at New Englands;
13, at Division III Qualifier, 20, at
NCAA’s (Carthage Coll.).
WOMEN’S X-COUNTRY
Sep. 11, Bates Invitational (Tufts),
Bowdoin, USM, Dalhousle, New Bruns¬
wick); 18, at Middlebury with Williams;
25, CBB (Bates).
Oct. 2, Bates Invitational; 8, at SMU;
16, at NESCAC (Tufts); 23, at MAIAW
(UMO); 30, at New Englands.
Nov. 6, at NCAA Qualifier; 20, at
NCAA’s (Carthage Coll.).

an auspicious one. “I made ad¬
vances like never before in runn¬
ing.”
Within six months, she could
dead lift - raise from the floor to
mid-thigh - 320 pounds.
At first, she was the only woman
in the weight room, but others
followed her lead. Soon she was
teaching them.
“With women,” said Wolfe,
“there’s still a lot of confusion as to
what they want from weight train¬
ing.” Though most of the myths
surrounding the activity are disap¬
pearing, she continued, “women’s
body-building is really in an im¬
pressionable stage.”
Though “many women are big¬
ger than the average man,” she
said, “women will never be as
massive as men. But for body¬
building in general, women have a
beautiful shape.” She added that
“you have to work hard whether
you’re male or female.”
Many women believe that they
“have a lot to learn from men,”
Wolfe acknowledge, “but I feel
there are a lot of attitudes in men’s
body-building that are really not
healthy,” like their common em¬
phasis on bulk over form.
The response of most men to her
profession has been “positive, very
positive,” she said. “Familiarity
breeds, in this case, acceptance.”
Wolfe herself has yet to com¬
pete. “I’m sitting back from com¬
petition until I’m in better shape,
until I feel better with my shape.”
She admitted also, “Pm a little
modest.”
Another restraint on her ventur¬
ing into competition is what she
termed “ugly stuff’ - exploitative
people, supercompetitive at¬
titudes, and the use of drugs.
Wolfe disapproves of the use of
such substances as anabolic
steroids, male hormones taken by
some women to increase their
strength. “It’s really bad for
women, and I hope they will learn
that’s not the way to do it.”
The public’s lack of information
about weight-lifting concerns
Wolfe. In that activity, she said,
there should be a “balance of
everything” - diet, form, flexibili¬
ty, strength. She believes that she
has a feeling for how to combine
those things and now is looking for
more technical knowledge.
One source of that knowledge is
the One to One Center where she
works. There, she said, one trainer
takes one client at a time and runs
him through a “well-balanced”
workout.
Content where she is, Wolfe has
no immediate plans for the future.
She does think, however, that she
might eventually go into acting,
which she had done in high school
and here at Bates. “When I’m
ready, I’ll do it, but if not it’s no
big deal.” At the moment, she
said, she is keeping her options
open.
Before landing her current job
at the One to One Center, she had
worked as a costume designer and
in a natural food store. She is a
total vegetarian.
Wolfe is married to a musician,
who she said is “not athletic at all.”
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Special Report
Bates After Dark
(Continued from Page 4)
Wilmoth is checking in on her car
radio.
“I’m used to it now,” Schufeldt
says of his night hours. A Bates
employee for nearly 10 years, he
states that he has “made a lot of
good friends with the students.”
When asked if he has any in¬
teresting stories about his job to
relate, he replies with a chuckle,
“yeah, but you can’t^print ’em.”
He refuses to comment on what’s
been happening on campus tonight.
“Anything that pertains to security
we have to keep mum about till it
comes out in the paper.” Schufeldt
wonders whether there will be any
Wednesday night parties. Accord¬
ing to him, there is generally little
trouble on campus at night.
“Sometimes there’s a party,” he adds
thoughtfully. “Every year they start
acting up.” On his days off,
Schufeldt “sleeps.” During the sum¬
mer, he plays golf and swims. “In
general I enjoy life,” he says.
The outside door swings open
with a squeak, and a denimjacketed figure hurries in to escape
the cold. A few minutes later, he is
seen sitting in a chair downstairs by
the phone booths, reading a letter.
Junior Mike Velonis has just
walked back from the Greyhound
station on Main Street. He caught
the 11 pm bus from Boston. “Lots of
older people on the bus,” he says.
“Kind of a wacky bus driver —fast
driver —the usual.” Velonis yawns,
adding that he must get up for a 10
am class tomorrow. He says that he
thinks “Bates has everything a col¬
lege should offer students.”
It is well past 3 am. The all-night
study area is now completely
empty. The last light has finally
been extinguished in the Bill, and
only a few isolated lights are visible
in other dorms. Most of these are
just night lights in corridors. Out¬
side, a lone figure trudges slowly
down Andrews Road towards
Parker. “I couldn’t sleep, so I took a

walk,” she explains. There is no
other movement apparent on the
campus, except for the ripples on
the puddle and the swirling of the
dry leaves caused by the wind.
Back inside Chase, Frank
Schufeldt is still typing. Norm La
Chance is sitting in a chair by the
locked CSA office, his duties tem¬
porarily completed. He is enjoying
a dish of ice cream. In the lobby, the
AP teletype clatters noisly away,
despite the fact that it is, as usual,
jammed.
Wednesday 5:30 am. The sky
begins to lighten up. Joe Poirier,
the head breakfast “start man,” and
A1 Dumont, the breakfast man, ar¬
rive at Commons to begin prepara¬
tions for the morning meal. Poirier

and Dumont sit in the otherwise
Outside, the birds have begun
chirping, and the eastern sky is
slowly growing lighter. Traffic
noise becomes more noticeable as
the Lewiston area again comes to
life.

gong of the Hathorn bell echoes
through the campus, officially
beginning Wednesday. Precisely at
that moment, the clicker lady
unlocks the front door of Com¬
mons. A very few ambitious, hardy
souls drift in for an early breakfast.

By 6:30 Dumont and Poirier
have finished their breakfast. The
dining room is strangely empty. No
trays litter the tables, and there is
no commotion by the salad bar.
Rack upon rack of juice glasses sit
waiting for the torrent of humanity
which will begin shortly. The
machinery of the beverage
dispensers hums quietly. Student
workers begin their meal at 6:45.

The maintenance center has
come to life. Workers take to their
jeeps, lawnmowers, and trucks to
begin the day’s work. By 7:30 the
campus is bustling. Students hurry
to Commons to wolf down a quick
breakfast before their first class,
and many of the professors have ar¬
rived. Bates has awoken from its
slumber. Norm LaRoche and
Frank Schfeldt are scraping the
frost off the windshields of their
cars.

Wednesday. 7 am. The piercing

GENE’S
Corner Store
Open 365 days 6 a.m. lo Midnite
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• Groceries
Domestic & Imported
Beer and Wine
65 College Street
Corner of Sabattus
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The Original Italian Sandwich
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106 Middle Street
Lewiston, Maine
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to Bates Students
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PACKARD’S
PHARMACY
Your extra service
Drug Store
68 Court Street
Auburn, Me.
Student Pharmacist, Bruce Campbell, TV

Free Delivery

783-1TW

ALIAN
SANDWICH
SHOPPE

Italian Sandwiches
Pizzas
Spaghetti - Rigatoni
Lasagna
You’ve tried the rest, now try the BEST!” Other Fine Italian
Products

NOW 2 Convenient Locations
LEWISTON
AUBURN
268 Main St.
782-9145
Take Out Only

229 Center St.
786-3333
Eat In or Take Out
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Ten years old, the art department looks to expand
by Margaret Orto

Arts Editor
Bates had noart department just a
decade ago.
At that time Professor Don Lent,
currently chairman of the Studio
Art and Art History Departments,
was hired to build a department.
Within a year a major had been
established and an old farmhouse on
Russell Street had been converted
into a studio.
Presently the Art Department
consists of three sections—the Stu¬
dio Art Department located on Rus¬
sell Street, the Art History Depart¬
ment housed in Hathorn Hall and
Treat Gallery adjacent to Schaeffer
Theatre.
The impressive growth of the
Bates Art Department is stifled to¬
day by several intrinsic problems. At
present, Lent stated, “the demand
for art courses is great and available
space is inadequate.” In Lent’s view,
this lack of space is the major prob¬
lem with which the art department is
faced. “It is what is preventing a very
good staff from doing the best possi¬
ble job they can,” he said.
In the cramped Russell Street
quarters. Professors Lent, Joseph
Nicoletti and Robert Feintuch have
double-enrolled courses. “The Rus¬
sell Street studio is charming but the
facility is ridiculous in terms of
space,” said art student Jennifer
Rockwell. “In my painting class two
or three students are without easels
because of lack of space.”
The Art History Department is
frustrated by a comparable prob¬
lem. The major limitation in this sec¬
tion of the department is lack of
staff, with only two professors to
fulfill the needs of the students.
Professors Joy Thornton and
Edward Harwood both said they
feel they are spreading themselves
too thin. Harwood stated, “there is a
whole slew of courses I would like to
teach, but with only two people, 1
am limited in what I can teach. In
teaching one course, something else
has to be sacrificed.”
According to Thornton, “the de¬
partment would be complete with

four professors each specializing in
the four major periods of art his¬
tory” (ancient, medieval, baroque
and renaissance and modern). Har¬
wood confirmed the need for more
professors and stated “that the de
partment would no longer have to
be a department of generalists if
more professors were hired.” Realis¬
tically, Harwood said he would like
to see at least one more professor
hired in the near future to ease the
situation.
Harwood was hired this year with
the specific task of increasing the Art
Department’s profile on campus.
“There is the sense among students
that the study of Art History is dilet¬
tantish,” he said. He would like stu¬
dents to realize that Art History is
no less a discipline than history,
English or other humanities courses.
Although Thornton and Harwood
are frustrated by the small size of the
department, both discussed positive
aspects of this same fault. “Students
who work with us get a certain
amount of individual attention be¬
cause of our size,’’explained Thorn¬
ton. “A student with initiative can be
accomodated readily.” Harwood,
who formerly taught an art survey
course at Princeton with 400 stu¬
dents, said he likes the intimacy of
the classes at Bates and enjoys get¬
ting to know most of his students by
the end of the semester.
Stressing the strengths of the de¬
partment, Thornton spoke of the
school’s Short Term trips to Flor¬
ence and New York as well as the
three-day New York trip at the end
of each semester. These trips, she
stated “are invaluable and unique to
Bates. Viewing an artwork in person
is something which cannot be re¬
created in the classroom.”
Another feature of the Bates cur¬
riculum are labs in the introductory
courses. “These labs give students
the chance to discuss various topics
of the art world in smaller groups,”
said Thornton, who said she feels the
new cluster requirements add an
emphasis to the art history major.
Freshman seminars, according to
Thornton, also lend themselves well
to the study of art history.

Harwood is committed to offer¬
ing new types of courses at Bates in
order to increase the profile of the
department on campus. For exam¬
ple, he said he would like to see a
“history of architecture” course of¬
fered and an ancient and medieval
art course is already scheduled to be
taught within the next two years. All
three professors said they would like
to see greater student involvement in
Treat Gallery.
Kathryn Hargrove, the new cura¬
tor of Treat Gallery, works in con¬
junction with the Art Department.
She said she believes that increasing
the visibility of Treat Gallery to stu¬
dents is top priority in the next year.
The gallery, she said, “should be¬
come much more of a teaching tool.
Students may become involved with

installation, complete research on
the art collection or partake in spe¬
cific exhibits.”
Each person interviewed was op¬
timistic that the proposed new Fine
Arts Center would be built, but felt it
would be quite some time before
funds are raised to do so. According
to Lent, the administration is com¬
mitted to and supportive of the plan.
If erected, the building would
boast an auditorium and projection
room, adequate classroom space
and a new gallery. Another assets to
the center would be that the three
sections of the art department would
be together in one building provid¬
ing greater communication and in¬
volvement between the theory and
practice sections of the department.
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“Sneak
Previews” in
Fifth Season
“Sneak Previews,” the most popu¬
lar half-hour show in the history of
public television, will begin its fifth
season Sept. 16 with two new
hosts—Jeffrey Lyons, 38, and Neil
Gabler, 32.
Lyons, host of CBS Radio’s
“Lyons Den,” and Gabler, a widely
published freelance critic and film
analyst, replace Gene Siskel and
Roger Ebert who quit the show at
the end of its last season to move to
WGN-TV in Chicago.
Siskel and Ebert piloted the free¬
wheeling “Sneak Previews” to
unprecedented popularity among
audiences of 220 PBS television sta¬
tions in their four-year tenure as
hosts before being offered more
money to move to WGN than public
television could afford to pay.
Bill Murray, manager of media
relations for WTTW, Chicago,
where the show is produced, con¬
firmed appointment of Lyons and
Gabler Thursday in a telephone
interview.
He said the show will retain its
format as “a consumer guide to the
movies,” in which advance clips of
major feature films are shown and
criticized.
Lyons, who also does film criti¬
cism on “Lyons Den,” has just
signed a new two-year contract with
CBS and will continue to host that
show even as he does “Sneak Pre¬
views” with Gabler. He also handles
film and theater criticism for WCBS
Radio in New York, television
criticism for WPIX-TV, New York,
and for the Independent News
Network.
Gabler, a Chicago native who
holds B. A., M.A., and PhD degrees
in film from the University of Michi¬
gan, has taught the subject both at
Michigan and at Penn State Univer¬
sity. He has been published in
numerous periodicals and writes a
column for Monthly Detroit
magazine.
Murray said Lyons and Gabler
will premiere with “Sneak Previews”
on Sept. 16._

As the Campus Turns — Soaps at Bates
by Julie Vallone

Staff Reporter
On a Friday afternoon, 3:00,
Eastern Standard Time, seven
Bates students quickly file into the
small, cluttered dorm room of a
Page Hall junior advisor. Each
pair of eyes is intently fixed on the
eight-by-ten screen that will soon
draw them away from the realities
of college life and into the famous,
exciting world of daytime drama.
The main focuses of attention:
Luke Spenser, a tall, curly-haired
adventurer, and Laura, a sexy but
problematic young blonde, who
are presently hopping around in a
jungle on a semi-deserted ex¬
perimental island. They are trying
to save the world from the destruc¬
tive clutches of the rich and powerhungry Mikkos Cassadine. Before
the hour is through, the seven
students will have gained furthur
insight into the endless world of
(music, fade-in). . . .“General
Hospital. ”
It is an undeniable act that an

increasing number of college
students nationwide have been set¬
ting aside their studies each after¬
noon to engage themselves in
daytime soap opera’s, particularly
the top-rated “General Hospital.”
Jay Cocks in Time Magazine refers
to this “addiction” that has af¬
flicted 12 million people as
“General Hospital-itis.”
George C. Fetter, professor of
sociology at Bates, said that the
students’ interest in soap operas
stems from their ability to identify
with the various situations. “The
sets of characters come from
backgrounds similar to those of
Bates students,” he said. “It’s easy
for students to identify with a
world of doctors, lawyers, and
other professional middle class
groups.”
Fetter added that soaps like
General Hospital, “present an en¬
ticing view of professional life. All
the doctors and lawyers are hand¬
some; everyone’s girlfriend is
beautiful. Students feel that they

are seeing their future choice of
careers, but the real world is not
like that.”
“For many students,” said Paul
Kuritz, assistant professor of
theater, “college is the first time
they are away from everyone they
know. Soap operas are a common

days you have to tune in to know
what’s going on.
“Soap operas,” he continued,
“are actually the more life-like
than other art forms because the
plots are endless. With sym¬
phonies or plays you know where
there will be an end. Life is open
ended, and so are the soaps.”
Nancy Gerstley, a sophomore
from Rand Hall, also spoke of the
“escape” provided by soap operas.
“I like watching other people
deal with real life problems. When
the program is over, you can just
turn it off and forget it. You can’t
do that with your own problems.”

subject to talk about. It’s easy to
get into a conversation about
soaps, and those conversations can
provide some basis for friend¬
ships.”

Jess Pasco and Craig Wilson,
both freshmen from Page, are avid
General Hospital viewers.

Kuritz said he occasionally
viewed
BS’s “The Guiding
Light.” “All the verdicts, crises,
and climaxes happen on Mondays
and Fridays. Those are the only

“It started out as an excuse to
pass time, and not do homework,”
said Wilson, “Now it’s just an ad¬
diction.”
Pasco got “hooked” on General

Hospital two summers ago. “I
found it more amusing than
dramatic,” he said “It’s good for a
laugh.”
Fetter said this latest
“addiction” to soaps makes a
negative statement about contem¬
porary students. “It signifies a cer¬
tain lack of purpose which
characterizes the way college
students go about their work. You
wouldn’t find so much of it if
students had a sharper sense of
their purpose here, which is to get
an education.”
He added, “students who see
college as an opportunity would be
less apt to escape into the artificial
world of the television soap
opera.”
What will happen as Bates
students become more and more
engrossed in the world of daytime
television? Will they ever again be
able to resist the temptation of the
picture tube, and instead attempt
to pry open their textbooks? We
can only speculate about future
trends. .. .as the campus turns.
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College guides get just four stars from admissions staffs
b\ Derek Anderson
News Editor

How important are college
guides like the New York limes
guide published last month?
Prospective college students are
increasingly using a variety ol these
guides to assist them in selecting a
college. Consequently, what the
guides say has become increasingly
important, because it can affect the
applicant pool of America'seolleges.
William Hiss, dean of admissions
and finatvial aid. said that while he
sees some value in college guides,
“all of them are flawed: there are
none that I admire. They area quick

Hiss said he didn’t object to pros¬
pective students using the guides to
form an initial list, but indicated that
the guides should be supplemented’
by other sources of information.
Hiss’s major objections to the
guides, he said, is that they often
"distort the character of the college”
and that the ratings aren’t valid or
accurate.
James W. Carignan. dean of the
college, said, "it’s hard to tell” how
important the guides are. “I think
that in these increasingly consumeroriented times in terms of education,
the decision as to what college one
goes to is an even more significant

by individuals associated with each
school. Because no ratings scale is
offered, the entries are designed for
comparisons. The Irtsider’s Guide
"attempts to give you as broad a
picture as possible” and claims to
"give you the taste of the school
unavailable in standard guides.” It
discusses everything from students’
sex life to the cultural offeringsavailable both on and off campus.
Hiss described The Insider’s
Guide as "somewhat sophomoric.”
It has also been described as
"patronizing.” "elite” and "arro¬
gant.”
The Insider's Guide describes

"Bates is not your average school.
It’s small, in a small town, but it has
a highly qualified faculty and great
facilities ... Bates may be the ideal
for the future; the school is finan¬
cially secure and the area is under¬
populated and unpolluted.” The
Guide concludes.
The entries for Bowdoin and
Colby colleges have similar features
to the Bates entry. "Bowdoin Col¬
lege.. .continues to provide the
finest in the small, liberal artscollege
experience. ..though the size of the
student body has increased by onehalf over the last decade (without a
similar increase in faculty members).

Barron's Profiles of “I think we could have
American Colleges qualified for five stars
academically”
•*«<

More traditional college guides,
such as Barron's and the Compara¬
tive Guide, tflkea differentapproach
to describing colleges. They rank
colleges, based on their selectivity in
admissions. These two guides also
provide a great deal of statistical
information about the schools.
Barron's rates Bowdoin in their
top category, "most competitive,”
Colby in their third category,
“highly competitive” and Bates in
their fourth category, “verycompetitive plus.” The Comparative Guide
however, ranks Bates, Bowdoin and
Colby is the same category, “highly
selective.”
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“They are a quick and
dirty information source
that gets things wrong.”

The insiiic report on over
230 colleges you arc
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Bates’ Admissions
Dean William Hiss

—

and dirty information source that
gets things wrong. They exaggerate
features for effect.”
Hiss also said he is afraid that the
guides have had an effect on the
admissions process. "I think the
ways students select colleges have
changed from 10 or 15 years ago.
Before there were no guides. We,
relied on our high school counselor
and did very little research in
advance of the campus visit. Today,
students, especially those at public
schools, use counselors less. Stu¬
dents have been forced to use guides
instead."

decision. A logical place to start (the
decision process) is some sort of
compendium of colleges and
universities.”
There are many college guides
currently available. Some of the
most prominent are Barron's Pro¬
files of American Colleges, The
Comparative Guide to American
Colleges, The Insider's Guide to the
Colleges and The New York Times
Selective Guide to Colleges, pub¬
lished last month.
The entries in The Insider’s Guide,
which is published by the Yale Daily
News, are complied from comments

Bates as “a superintellectual place,
with virtually no social life, dedi¬
cated to diligient and thorough, if
not brilliant, scholarship.” There is
an "acute competition for grades
... Academics are Bates’ forte, and
the offerings and demands are
extensive.”
The Guide describes Lewiston as
a “social detritus”and “somethingof
a hole.” It is "gt best indifferent to
life at the college. There is little link
therefore with X the community.”
Bates social life provides "virtu¬
ally unparalleled social boredom."
The Guide states.

Bates wins favorable rating in college guide
(Continued from Page I)
demic credentials and plenty of
social life may not, for other reasons,
be particularly worthwhile places to
spend four years." According to The
Times Guide, it isanattempt to mea¬
sure the overall value of spending
four years at a college.
In addition to the ratings, there
are entries describing each college in
detail. The entries are based on sur¬
vey results sent to a few studentsand
faculty members.
The Times Guide said. “Bates
stretches the capabilities of its under¬
graduates to the fullest, and most
students gamely agree to be
stretched. Competition is increased
by Bates’ number one scarce
resource: the A."
“The traditional liberal arts cur¬
riculum is as strong as the pressure
to achieve within it. Students con¬
sistently cite chemistry, biology and
geology in the sciences and history,
philosophy and English in the
humanities as excellent.
“Weekends are short at Bates; stu¬
dents usually study until Friday
nights and begin again on Sunday.
Students characterize their school as
a ‘very private-party-type campus’
but some group usually manages to
throw an all-school party each
weekend.
“The biggest problem with Bates
is the City of Lewiston...a typical
New England industrial town with
little to offer socially or culturally.

The city does, however, provide
plenty of internships and part-time
jobs, not always available at such a
small college.”
The Times Guide concluded,
“Bates students complain that the
academic pace is too grueling, the
college too insular and the students
too frequently cut of the same cloth.
But they are proud of their persever¬
ance in this lonely location and share
unusual respect for and camaraderie
with their fellow academic exiles.”
Administrative reaction to The
Times Guide was mixed. William
Hiss, dean of admissions and finan¬
cial aid. said, "I’m pleased. They
acknowledge the academic rigorand
excitement at Bates."
Hiss said, however, that he was
puzzled by the fact that The Times
Guide did not mention Bates’lack of
fraternities and by a comment in the
entry that athletics were not widely
supported at Bates. Hiss said that
since 50 percent of the student body
participates in athletics, he didn’t
think the comment was justified.

Lewiston. Somehow or other it per¬
petuates the myth that Bates is in the
middle of this old, decaying mill
town, when in fact it’s in the middle
of a very nice residential area.
"1 think some of the positive
things that came through (in The
Guide) reflect that perhaps we’re
having some success,” Carignan
said.
Colby College challenged their
three-star rating and Edward B.
Fiske, author of the guide, said the
next edition would upgrade Colby’s
rating.
"For the most part, Colby under¬
graduates are more interested in
their skis and their books than any
activity that smacks of the real
world, including job hunting.
Anyone already set on a particular
career might find Colby’s leisurely
liberal-arts training unsettling,” The
Times Guide concluded.

"The social activities on campus
are centered around the lOfraternity
houses,” The Guide continues. Bow¬
doin is “located in a cultural waste¬
land” that is “far from being the
entertainment capital of North
America.
"Even with a deteriorating
student-faculty ratio, a Bowdoin
education is still well worth the high
price tag. The college conti¬
nues ... to turn out well-educated,
critical individuals,” The Guide
cortclud es.
“Colby College happens to be in
Maine, and that is one fact which no
Colby student can quite ever forget.
Some Maine folks around here are
rumored to speak as much as seven
or eight times a day. But these brief
bursts of loquacity are infrequent.
The Colby experience may well
stimulate the student to develop his
nonverbal communication, such as
fighting and drinking, to the fullest.”
Although The Guide paints this
bleak picture of Colby, Waterville
received a more favorable discription than either Lewiston or Bruns¬
wick. “Waterville offers a full
complement of small town ameni¬
ties. Metropolis it’s not, but quaint
and pleasant it is.”
The Guide does not mention aca¬
demic pressure, but does say, “Col¬
by’s faculty is well paid, well
qualified, relatively free from admin¬
istrative pressure, but nonetheless
dissatisfied. Some of the dissatisfac¬
tion seems to stem from the apathy
of the students.”
According to The Guide, the
Colby social life is limited—it either
centers around the fraternities or off
campus.”

Welcome New Students!
Hiss was also critical of some of
the comments about Lewiston. “I’m
not overjoyed at Lewiston being
called ’Nowhere' Maine.’ The guide
did, however, acknowledge that
Lewiston has some value for stu¬
dents and that it isn’t a dead case.”
James W. Carignan, dean of the
college, said “1 thought The New
York Times Guide was a bit hard on

Cottle’s Shop ’n Save
449 Sabattas St.
Lewiston
784-0721

The newly-published and some¬
what controversial New York Times
Selective Guide to Colleges, at¬
tempts to rate schools in three cate¬
gories and uses comments from
students and faculty members to
compile its entries. The categories
are academic, social and “quality of
life.”
The academic rating is "a judge¬
ment about the overall quality of the
institution, including its range of
course offerings, its level of teaching
and research, the academic ability of
its students, and the quality of its
library and other facilities.”
The social rating was “primarily a
judgement about the amount of
social life that is readily available. It
can be assumed that a college with a
rating of four or five is something of
a party school.”
The “quality of life” rating “grew
out of the fact that schools with
good academic credentials and
plenty of social life may not, for
other reasons, be particularly worth¬
while places to spend four years.” It
is an attempt to measure the overall
value of spending four years at a
college.
In addition to the ratings, there
are entries describing each college in
detail. The entries are based on sur¬
vey results done by selected students
and faculty members.
The Times Guide has been
severely criticized, largely because of
the methodology used-many schools
that are normally considered the
best in the nation academically have
found themselves alongside public
universities with good social lives
when the points in each category
were added up. The best overall col¬
leges, receiving 14 out of a possible
15 points, are Brown, Stanford and
the University of Virginia, according
to The Times Guide.
Several schools, including Colby,
the University of Rhode Island and
the University of Kentucky, are pro¬
testing their ratings for various
reasons.
Edward B. Fiske, The Times
Guide's author, said that if “people
feel we shortchanged them, we’re
open to make changes. Colleges will
change and so will the book.”
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Welcome New Students
Welcome, freshmen.
If the dean gave your class the
same lecture he gave mine in 1979
he may have said something about
welcoming you to a refuge from
the real world. Even if he didn’t, it
makes a good lead.
James Carignan is a great guy. He
tends to talk a lot, as even some of
the other deans will attest, but
talking a lot is an intrinsic part of
tile Bates experience and it’s a job
requiretnent in Lane Hall.
But about Bates being sheltered '
from the “real world”-whatever
that may bc-the dean is both right
and wrong.

FEDERAL
AGENCIES

A Bates Perspective

Three Points for New Students
As you enter your first year at this college,
you might expect the senior editors of the
newspaper to throw in their two cents worth.
The perspective is certainly different; we are
about to enter our last year at Bates. We know
the faculty, administration and student body
pretty well. And, admittedly, we have devel¬
oped our own prejudices—both pro and
con—about them. Our standpoints will
become evident to you on the editorial pages
of The Student in the months to come.
Three points that come to mind will occupy
this space for our new-student orientation
issue. We all have to make our own mistakes;
the following points are things that I have
learned from mine.
The all-important “A” may not be so allimportant. The purpose of the school is to
teach us to learn and to think, not so much to
memorize reams of facts and figures. In your
college career here at Bates you will do plenty
of memorizing and plenty of cramming, make
no mistake. But when you walk away from
these hallowed halls in early June of 1986, it
will be your ability to think a situation
through and to deal effectively with it that you
will value. You will have become a more cul¬
tured and learned human being, one that will
be better equipped to deal effectively with the
problems we will all surely face as the young
generation ages through its middle years.
Bates as a spectrum; the total experience.
The focus of any good college, it is true, is its
academics. Learning at Bates, however, can go
far beyond the classroom. One can learn just
as much about foreign culture, for example,
over a beer in Pierce House with one of the
overseas students as from a lecture in class. I

can’t think of a more intellectually challenging
experience than trying to argue world affairs
with a member of the debate team. And I have
taken Professor Sylvester’s “Crim” final!
The point is that there is a lot more to Bates
than pencils and notebooks. Catch a Robin¬
son Player’s performance, try your hand at
astronomy in the rooftop Carnegie observa¬
tion center, introduce yourself to the Bates
College Computing System. Try for the JV
team. Stretch yourself, without sacrificing
grades. The classroom is the college’s nucleus;
but where would the atom be without its
electrons?
The Bates smoke screen. The college walls
make a very good shield from the harsh reali¬
ties of West Beirut, South America and India.
It is so easy to become immersed in “chem”
formulas and economics texts that we can
block out the rest of the world. Perhaps it’s not
so bad to forget about the ugly outside world
for a few years. However, the shock of “the
real world” will just be that much more sudden
when you graduate. You would be wise to
keep track of the job market and cost of living
increases throughout your years here. Get
involved in student organizations, watch the
network news and read the newspapers. Keep
up to date, if at all possible, with your world
and your school.
As a student, it is important to be an active
participant at most, and a questioning
observer at the least. If you study hard, play
hard and think hard you will get the most out
of your $ 10,500 (and God knows what you will
be paying in the next three years). As you
graduate, you’ll be glad you did.
The sweat will have been worth it.
—Jon Hall

A lot of the real world is here, in
basically two ways. Sometimes the
real world intrudes upon us when
world events climb to the top of
the ivory tower to join us. More
often though, Bates can reflect the
real world.
There can be a lot of
bureaucracy here and it can be a
real pain. Trust me, 1’veexperieneed it. And the bureaucracy doesn’t
all come from Lane Hall.
Actually the registrars’ and the
business office (just wait until the
first time you need money-you’ll
tind the business ot 1 ice quickly),
probably ihe two offices students
deal with more than any others, do
streamline things.
They only get confused when
faculty members don’t, get inlbrmation to them or when some
Pompous ass won’t own up to his
dorm damage bill (which, unlortunately, still happens a lot).
The only other administrative
bureaucracy students have to deal
witli much is the Financial Aid ollice, nominally run by Dean
William Hiss but really operated
by Leigh Campbell, his Radar
O’Reilly. And any contusion there
isn’t really their fault —they have
to deal with the federal government after all.
No, the real bureaucracy can
come from students. Look at the
Representative Assembly. At some
points they have almost as many
committees as members (committees are a way of life at Bales). Certainly they can have as many committees as regularly-attending
members. And they can’t really do
much of anything anyway.

But to be fair, it’s the small
organizations that have the most
incredible bureaucracies. Part ot it
they can’t avoid because the college requires every group to have a
constitution to get-money. But
most of the- bureaucracy comes
from students trying to run professional corporations on a $500 club
budget. So be warned—just don't
rile them, like 1 usually do, and en¬
joy the organization despite official doctrine.
---—-
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Now, if you’re with me this fat,
we can return to the ot henway the
“real world” (we need ominous
music here) is found at Bates,
A lot of Bates folks get very in¬
volved with state and national
polities, and 1 don’t mean just Ed
Muskie (class of 1936).
A year ago Bates people campaigned heavily for a referendum
to close Maine Yankee, the nuclear
plant in Wiseasset. It wasapoorlywritten bill, but it didn’t lose by
much, something like 59 41 per¬
cent. A new bill, calling for a
phase-out of the plant, probably
stands a better chance,
Being in Lewiston, Bates attracts political luminaries as well,
Jimmy Carter visited in 1976,
Jerry Brown in 1980 and Ted Ken. ncdy and Walter Mondale came to
Lewiston in 1980. A lot of Bates
people get involved in the campaigns and the local political
caucuses.
And tina||yj lhere’s the draft. If
jt js reinstated no one can hide in
the hallowed halls of academia any
more—unless academia is Smith
College or the University of
Toronto. Draft registration certainly hasn’t gone unnoticed here,
except perhaps among those who
make a career of Budweiser. There
are about a dozen or so draft
counselors on campus more than
eager to help,
And there’s a lot of other things
that make Bates like the real world
too, but half of the fun is in the
discovery. Sometimes all of the
fun.
By the way: don’t let any upperclassman convince you to take
Mom and Dad to the Holly for
Parents’ Weekend.
Good luck,
Scott A. Damon
P.S. BLM stands for Beautiful
Lewiston, Maine. Really.
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Individuality is a Virtue
In a place like Bates, individuality is a great
virtue.
You’ll hear that time and time again and
probably wonder what it all means.
Should I be odd? A nonconformist? Do I
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campus life.
So, what it all boils down to is individuality,
and maintaining it.
Attend the activities planned for you and
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getting dull, give them life because the success
or failure of them now rests in your hands
Good luck!
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The Bates Book of Lists
Scott Damon, that Journalistic
Guru of Deep Insightfulness,
through his column directed at this
year’s incoming class, has inspired
me to greater sensitivity toward
what I call the “Plebe Misplace¬
ment Syndrome”: freshmen are
totally uninformed as to what to
do, how to act, where to go, here
at Bates. Thus, my Batesie Book
of Lists, Part 1:
Six Fave Spots for Batesies.
1. Anywhere but Parker. More
popularly known as “The Nun¬
nery,” Parker remains Bate's’ last
bastion of virginal purity. Cloaked
in the concealing mist of reputa¬
tion, it exudes the air of a pleasant
myth, ivied and appropriately
overshadowed by the Hathorn bell
tower. However (1 whisper), in the
deepest dark of the darkest nights,
groans, giggles and conjugations
of the verb “venio” have been
known to emanate from its highest
windows. No longer even con¬
sidered part of the campus by the
majority of Bates miscreants, it is
widely held that college officials
have turned Parker over to a
fanatical religious order whose
main tenet requires that each ad¬
mittance swear an oath of
allegiance to the pursuits of
academia. Others believe it to be a
highly exclusive retreat for the in¬
sanely masochistic. In any case, no
one is allowed entry until age twen¬
ty — or allowed exit until the age of
sixty.
2. Page 104. High atop the Page
Hall septic tank, this dingy
dungeon (which, in Bates
maintenance phraseology,
manages to pass as a “room”) is
characterized by vomit-inspired

linoleum,
cell-inspired
cinder.block, and various pipes
zigzagging their merry way ‘cross
the ceiling. At the top of one wall,
this refurbished storage room
boasts two over-sized air vents that
open at least three inches if
begged. The battleship gray metal
clothes closets really set the place
apart, along with the door that
could use about a half-inch plan¬
ing job on rainy mornings. This
charming abode was once cited for
being in violation of a Lewiston

Gail Bartlett
zoning ordinance stating, “There
shall be no dump or dumping
grounds within one mile of the city
center. Comprendez vous?”, and
after several attempts at bulldoz¬
ing, blasting, and jackhammering
through the several layers of en¬
crustation, it was finally re¬
evaluated as a sewage treatment
plant.
3. The Blue Goose. A Bates stand¬
by for many years, the Goose is the
place to go if your desire is to soak
up a little local blah, or a lot of
local beer (which is brewed in the
cellar of Luiggi’s, celebrated ad¬
joining pizza joint). Critically ac¬
claimed as a classic dive, the
Goose’s cool, dark atmosphere is
conducive to the growth of warm
friendships, budding romances,
and manifold members of the
Arachnid family.
Although the relative poverty of
the Goose clashes with the rather
obvious affluence of the surroun¬
ding neighborhood, an actual
physical description of the place
couldn’t accurately convey the true

flavor and mood of a domain in
which every Batesie reigns as king
(and)/or queen for the duration of
his (and)/or her beer pitcher. A
true digression into the pits of
Lewiston existence, the Goose has
to experienced — and then,
hopefully, forgotten in the shuffle
of life’s experiences.
4. L.L. Bean’s. A “must” that rates
right up therewith the Blue Goose,
Bean’s is a veritable prep
playground, the quintessential
reincarnation of every Batesie’s
wildest and most scrumptious fan¬
tasies. There is a small religious
cult (perhaps immured in the dim
halls of Parker?), the members of
which always say their prayers in
the direction of Freeport and are
rumored to genuflect toward a
bronzed Bean boot. Bean’s has the
distinction of being open all the
time (and it never closes, either),
which of course means that the on¬
ly socially acceptable time to make
a visit is at three o’clock in the
morning on the eve of mid-terms.
Except in a traditional yearly

pilgrimage, true Mainiacs rarely
trek to the showroom, wishing to
avoid tourists, Bowdoin College
kids, and various other perverts.
‘Sides, Freepawt’s too fall away
and Auntie (not “Antie”!)
Hezekiah’s old Hudson Bay is
doin’ right fine.
5. The George and Helen Ladd
Library. Originally conceived as a
research laboratory designed to in¬
vestigate the causes and cures of
insomnia, Batesies think fondly of.
the Ladd Library as their bedsaway-from-home. Not infrequent¬
ly does one hear snores trickling
along the passageways (conve¬
niently lined with books to act as
near-perfect insulators), and many
like to roast marshmallows and
sing songs around the infamously
roaring radiators. Fortunately, the
college is not fully unaware of its
students’ need to study, so lights
out is at an early enough hour that
we may still go back to our dorms
with the aim of getting some work
done.
6. Ah, the Cafeteria. Located in a

spot handily accessible to a nearby
dumpster, Commons overlooks a
colorful vista consisting of the
Alumni Gymnasium and Ladd
Dorm. Seldom mistaken for
anything but the torture chamber
it actually is, students still Hock to
its doors thinking it to be the best
place to lose the ten pounds
they’ve gained by indulging in too
many cinnamon Pop-Tarts from
John’s. Though the food is not
commonly edible, on such occa¬
sions as ‘Rents Weekend’, the col¬
lege adapts its traditional policy of
unrelenting sadism to the more
discriminating palates of mater
and pater. At these times, an
unusually high rate of intestinal
discomfort is evident among the
student population — probably due
to the shock of something readily
digestible being introduced to their
systems.
There you have it, freshmen.
Bye.
Gai! Bartlett, ’84, is a Student
columnist.

Enjoying indigestion
During my freshman year, the
Den had a cast of characters
behind the counter that made
every visit an event. It was at the
Den that I first realized the dif¬
ference between wanting and
ordering a cheeseburger and ac¬
tually getting one. My favorite per¬
son that year is no longer here but
some of the exchanges below will
reveal why she has a special place
in my stomach. She was elderly,
short, forgetful and abusive, but I
always placed my order with her.
The following confrontations are
some of my fondest memories of
freshman year.

John Hassan
One hot day 1 wanted a Coke. I
went to the Den and said, “Hello.
May I have a medium coke,
please?” To which my favorite
lady bellowed, “we ain’t got no
evvenly ‘ash! only peanut buttah!”
When the storm passed, I got up
and ordered again, adding the
words “to go,” like a fool. This
time she hit me with “you want
some chock-a-lat sauce on dat!”,
at full volume. When I stopped
crying, I ordered again to someone
else. On the way home I realized I
now had a place to go when 1 need¬
ed a laugh.
Another visit provoked another
surrealistic encounter. 1 ordered a
chocolate frappe and was asked if
I wanted that “on the grill or
toasted?” I said I’d take it raw. On
this trip I made the fatal mistake of
changing my mind. When she
presented the frappe to me, I said
I’d like it to go. My lady hit the
roof because she realized that “to
go” involves lifting and placing
one of those heavy plastic lids on
the cup. She had not prepared
herself to use those skills when I

ordered and wasn’t ready to apply
them now,- so impromptu. She
barked “No way. You take like
dis!”
These stories are all true.
However, the college let my friend
go last year and I needed other
reasons to visit the Den. I found
them. The juke box at the Den is
an interesting one.
I’m not referring the New Wave
unit in there now, but its
predecessor. Where could you
hear “White Christmas” in May?
Where else would you find Frank
Sinatra next to Johnny Rotten?
The Den. The present juke box has
promise, though. It actually con¬
tains, at this writing, a song with
the remarkable title “Everybody is
an Asshole.”
Time is a big problem for college
students and the Den can help. I
spent a week there one day. To put
it mildly, one must often wait for
one’s food. In addition, you might
not get what you wait for. Grilled
cheese sandwiches have a way of
becoming onion rings. My theory
is that any order placed before the
Coke machine will not be pro¬
cessed accurately.
This feature is yet another draw¬
ing card for the Den. Some friends
of mine often place an order and
then place bets on what it will
become during the hour of its
preparation. Bets remind me of
money and it must be said that the
Den is a very reasonably-priced
eatery.
In conclusion, I would like to
say one more positive thing about
the Den. I really like the quiet,
reserved orange walls. They are a
monument to taste and I bet
Charles Manson liked them when
he attended Bates.
John Hassan, '82, is a Student
columnist.
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Looking ahead. . .
Bates in the year 2000
by Lise Lapointe
and Beth Wheatley

Staff Reporters
When the student body of 1981
ew their alma mater as alumni in
the year 2000, they will notice
many changes, some revolu¬
tionary, some minor. Perhaps,
however, they will be surprised at
how much of the basic substance
of the education that they received
will have remained the same.
The typical Bates student in the
year 2000 will be affected by the
changes of time, yet he will still
possess the same serious-minded
attitude towards academics that is
said to be evident today.
According to Bernard R. Car¬
penter, treasurer and vice presi¬
dent, “Bates will still consist of
serious students capable of master¬
ing the high quality education that
is offered here.”
William Hiss, dean of admis¬
sions and financial aid, feels the
college will remain “a community
of able students and first-rate pro¬
fessors from all over the world.”
John Cole, dean of the faculty,
hopes to increase further the diver¬
sity of areas from which the stu¬
dents come in the next 19 years.
Cole said he feels that “in order for
Bates to survive it must reach out
further and enlarge the applicant
pool.” He anticipated that Bates
will attract more students from
outside New England, New York
and New Jersey, where the major¬
ity of the student body comes from
now.
Bob White, ’83, said he sees an
“influx of minority students”
which would probably result from
an expanded admissions cam¬
paign.
Because of increasing inflation
one may wonder whether a Bates
education will be available to as
large a group as it is now. “If infla¬
tion keeps soaring. Bates will have
to accept students based on their
ability to pay rather than their
academic ability,” said Diane
Olivera, ’85. Cole said he feels
Bates will have to “reorient itself
from the virtuous poor to the more
affluent to compensate for the ris¬
ing costs. Bates must continue to
increase the number of students
from better educated, more pro¬
sperous families.”
Others said the cost of tuition at
the turn of the century will not
decrease the availability of a Bates
education to young people. Hiss
stated “Bates will not have to lower
its standards, but the cost may
scare off potential applicants.
Bates must make sure that the
financial aid is available.”
When asked about his estima¬
tion of tuition costs around the
turn of the century, Hiss replied,
“to project the tuition costs, one
must project the rate of inflation.
The cost of an education in the
1950’s was comparable to the cost
of a new automobile. The same
holds true today. Parents and
students will have to set their
priorities.”
Carpenter explained “the prime
consideration of the trustees will
be to continue to guarantee that
students who are capable of handl
ing Bates education will be able
to pursue their education at
Bates.”
Another factor which con¬
tributes to the increasing difficulty
of affording a college education is
government cutbacks in educa¬
tional funding. According to
Thomas Wenzel, associate pro¬
fessor of chemistry, “within 20
years the government will be more
sympathetic to the need for educa¬
tion. The government will be
forced to change its financial

priorities and make moneyavailable for educational pur¬
poses.”
Gina Tagney, acting director of
development, said she feels “the
value of the type of education of¬
fered at Bates will be apparent to
society” and therefore society will
find the means by which to provide
for it.
Many see Bates’ academic stan¬
dards and reputation improving,
greatly over the next two decades.
According to Wenzel, “as the cost
of the education rises, students
will expect more from Bates in
the form of more informative
courses.” White said Bates in the
year 2000 “will be one of the most
selective undergraduate schools in
the country” and will command
high dignity and prestige.
Other students also see Bates’
academic reputation on an upward
trend.

“I don’t see any revolutionary
changes in curriculum or any
changes in the liberal arts format,”
said Hiss. “However, the cur¬
riculum is always being fiddled in
small ways —a good one is always
changing.”
Tagney projected “what we
come to learn will be different.
However, the character and the
way to make decisions will remain
the same. The body of knowledge
will change rapidly —how to learn
and apply will remain the same.
There will probably be a move¬
ment back to general education.
The humanities will be primary
considerations.”
She said she also feels that Bates
will still offer just undergraduate
degrees. White said he sees Bates
with a graduate program in the
future. Cole added “there will be a
greater place for social sciences
such as anthropology, sociology,

psychology and economics.”
Mylene Skinner, ’85 speculated
“Bates won’t change academically.
The surroundings may be dif¬
ferent, but the basic curriculum
will be unaffected by time.”
Most agree the computer will
play a much greater and important
part in the curriculum in the
future. Cole forecasted that “the
computer is coming. There will be
an increased use of computers and
word processing. Computer use
will be comparable to what the
typewriter use is now.”
Carpenter said “all aspects of
college life will feel more effect of
computerization and mechaniza¬
tion. Even now administration of¬
fices are working on developing a
computerized recordkeeping sys¬
tem between offices which will
probably be in use in the next three
years.”
How will the faculty change in

the next 20 years? Cole said he
feels that professors will be spend¬
ing “more time on research and
there will be more publications
from Bates faculty.” According to
Wenzel “the faculty will have to be
more active in soliciting outside
money. Research makes it easier to
get grants.”
Hiss hopes Bates “will attract
professors from all over the
world —the finest people we can
get.” Cole predicted that Bates will
use their funds to “attract the best
possible faculty that we can.” Tim
McDaniel, ’82, sees “a higher
student-faculty ratio” because
more students will have to be ad¬
mitted to combat rising costs.
What will be the changes in the
physical plant of Bates in the next
twenty years? “The principal ef¬
fort right now and the most needed
facility is for the fine arts,” accor¬
ding to Carpenter. “It is the goal of
our capital campaign. A faculty
committee has developed a pro¬
gram to a develop a way in which
the building should serve the arts.
But the plans are too premature.
There are no outlines. It should be
constructed within the next five
years.” Dean of the college James
W. Carignan said he also forsees a
new science building.
However, “investment will be
made in persons (students and
faculty) and not in buildings,” ac¬
cording to Cole. “Structural
changes will not be as common in
the future as they have been in the
last twenty years although we are
thin in buildings and cramped in
space.”
Carpenter thinks there “will be
renovations of existing facilities,”
but he does not foresee new dor¬
mitories.
Chahges will have to be made at
Bates in the future to accom¬
modate for rising energy costs and
limited energy resources. Over the
past three years, Bates has ex¬
perienced a one million dollar in¬
crease in fuel and electricity costs.
There has been a 10 percent in¬
crease per year and Carpenter said
he doesn’t see it letting up much.
“It’s tough to fathom out where
we can make reductions and con¬
tinue to offer the quality education
that Bates would like to,” stated
Carpenter. “Efficiency in the way
buildings function must be im¬
proved. There must be more con¬
servation and energy use must be
less costly and more efficient.”
Carignan speculated that “we
will have to make choices” and
that energy considerations “may
change the style of life.” Carpenter
anticipated that efficiency in the
buildings function must be im¬
proved. “There must be more con¬
servation and energy use must be
less costly and more efficient.”
Some students hope to see the
addition of different sports teams
in the athletic department. Olivera
anticipates the development of a
“varsity hockey team and possibly
the construction of a hockey
arena.” White would like to see a
wrestling team by the year 2000.
A greater involvement with the
Lewiston community by Bates is
seen as another change in the col¬
lege in the future by both faculty
and students.
Bates will be different by the
year 2000, but many emphasize
they would like to see most aspects
of the college remain the same as
they are today, “while the form of
the college will change, the
substance will be the same,” ac¬
cording to Carignan.
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Keep in Touch

Parents, what better way to keep in
touch with Johnny than through a sub¬
scription to The Bates Studentl That’s
right, you can have the same paper that
Johnny reads on Friday sent right to
your door, whether you live in Presque
Isle, Maine or Bakersfield, California.
And even better, if you act now, you
can get a subscription that covers the

entire school year (20 issues) for just
$11.00 - that’s $2.50 off of our regular
$13.50 rate.
Just clip off the coupon below and
send it to The Bates Student, Box 309,
Bates College, Lewiston, Maine 04240.
You can send us the payment now or
wait, and we’ll bill you later. Act now
and begin enjoying The Student today.

Clip and mail coupon to The Bates Student, Box 309, Bates College,
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Payment enclosed
Bill me later
Name_

Address.
State_Zip_
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